COVID-19 SNAPSHOT SURVEY

#4: May 18 - 20, 2020

PROGRAMS & EVENTS

18% of agencies have cancelled summer programs or will be holding them virtually instead of in-person.

30% of agencies have postponed some summer programs and cancelled others.

47% of agencies will decide by June 5 whether or not to hold summer programs.

27% of agencies are charging fees for virtual program offerings.

SPECIAL EVENTS

Cancellations

32% of agencies have cancelled tournaments.

28% of agencies have cancelled carnivals.

27% of agencies have cancelled 4th of July events, outdoor concerts, and town-wide celebrations.

17% of agencies have cancelled outdoor movies.

45% of agencies are awaiting further guidance before cancelling events.

OPERATIONS

57% of agencies have staff splitting employees between working from home and in the office.

37% of agencies have been asked to reduce operating budget spending as a result of COVID-19.

15% of agencies have been asked to cut spending by 21% or more.

98% of agencies remain closed to the public.

Only 24% of agencies have been able to secure enough PPE, disinfectant, and cleaning supplies to support current and future operations.

FACILITIES

More facilities are reporting as open.

12% of permanent restrooms are now open (+9%).

25% of temporary restrooms are now open (+5%).

40% of tennis and other racket sport courts are now open (+12%).

38% of dog parks are now open (+21%).

AQUATIC FACILITIES

17% of agencies with pools and 24% of agencies with spray parks have decided not to open this summer.

57% of waterfront operators have postponed opening to later in summer.

Visit our website for a link to the complete survey results.
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